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Will TTIP support
efforts to
encourage
sustainable local
agriculture and
food systems?
Or will TTIP
undermine these
efforts and
provide new tools
to challenge and
change these
policies?
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Market access: What does the U.S want to sell?
• US allows more animal byproducts in feed; animal
parts in feed = “mad cow disease”
• Pigs fed ractopamine grow 10% bigger adding $2 profit
per pig. 160 countries including the EU ban it. In US,
one in every 5 pork chops has residues – Consumers
Reports
• Hormones in meat. The EU banned in 1989; US allows
• Chlorine chicken and other microbial rinses. Spraying
chickens after slaughter is much cheaper than insuring
sanitary conditions “from farm to fork”
• 60% of processed foods in US supermarkets have GMengineered soy, canola, corn – but tough luck if you
want to find out which ones! No GMO labeling except in
Vermont (not yet implemented)
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What Does the US Industrialized Agriculture Model
Really Mean for Food, Farms, and Rural Communities?
• In US, 4 corporations control 82% beef slaughter, twothirds of pork; 2 companies control half of poultry
slaughter
• 90% of independent pig farms in US wiped out in 2
decades; now 1 company controls half of all production
• After Smithfield moved in, the number of pig farmers
in Poland dropped 56% between 1996 and 2008; in
Romania there was a 90% decline
• Contract farming model - in US, chicken farmers
fighting to speak out about unfair treatment
• Giant feedlots, factory farm model
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Removing tariffs alone won’t get U.S. agribusiness
what it wants, as this chart shows. Right now, EU
food safety standards effectively ban most U.S.produced beef, chicken and pork, so just liberalizing
tariffs leaves the bans in place.
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Regulatory Cooperation - A Back-Door Way to
Change Politically Sensitive EU & National Policies

• Makes TTIP a “living agreement” limiting
consumer regulations long into the future
• Emphasis on “risk based” cost benefit analysis
threatens precautionary principle
• Regulations must be proven “necessary” and
“least trade restrictive”
• Process not transparent
• Likely outcome “paralysis by analysis”
• Increased influence of regulated industries
• Emphasis on harmonization, mutual recognition &
international standards undermines stronger EU
and US state protections
• Will EU national government and US state
regulators be at the table?
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Will TTIP Require US-style “Notice and Comment”
System for EU Regulations?
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Will TTIP be used to overturn
food labeling laws?
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US federal labeling standards weak
• Does not define misleading and commonly
used “all natural” and “natural” claims
• Does not mandate disclosing bovine
growth hormone in dairy or GMO foods
• Does not require labels to disclose meat
inputs such as ractopamine
• Does not label farm animal treatment info
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EU Member States and US States
are on the Agribusiness Hit List
• The American Soybean Association has called for the
“removal” of Poland’s ban on the use of biotech
ingredients in animal feed, which it says “has no basis
in science, is trade restricting, and contravenes the
EU’s WTO commitments.”
• The United States Council for International Business
says “Subsidiary political units, such as EU Member
States or US States should be prohibited from seeking
to impose separate requirements for approval or
local restrictions on sale or use” through TTIP
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Will TTIP limit farm-to-institution
local food procurement?
EU goal in TTIP is to include
procurement at all levels,
for all goods, for all sectors
▪ Coverage of states,
counties and cities
▪ Coverage of public
institutions such as
hospitals, universities,
corrections facilities

US protects school lunch
programs from procurement
provisions in trade deals;
other local procurement not
protected
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TTIP: Vast Expansion of Corporate Rights
• TTIP would roughly quadruple the US exposure to ISDS challenges
• 26,100 foreign-owned subsidiaries newly empowered to challenge US
policies
• 50,900 US-owned subsidiaries empowered to challenge policies abroad
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In Summary
• TTIP’s procurement requirements could
interfere with support for local agriculture
• TTIP’s food safety (SPS) and technical
standards (TBT) chapters could negate
existing and future policies that promote
healthy food and eating choices
• TTIP’ s regulatory cooperation provisions could
provide powerful new tools to defeat EU
member state and US state-level protections
that exceed federal minimums, and limit
federal US and EU regulations
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Links to Resources
and Further Reading
State’s Leadership on Healthy Food and Farming at Risk Under Proposed
Trade Deals, Institute for Agriculture & Trade Policy, (November 2015):
http://www.iatp.org/files/2015_11_20_FoodFarmingLeadership_ST_1.pdf
Preempting the Public Interest, Center for International Environmental
Law,(September 2015): http://www.ciel.org/reports/preempting-thepublic-interest-how-ttip-will-limit-us-states-public-health-andenvironmental-protections-sep-2015/
Following Breadcrumbs: TPP Text Provides Clues to U.S. Positions in TTIP,
Institute for Agriculture & Trade Policy, (March 2016), http://
www.iatp.org/documents/following-breadcrumbs-tpp-text-provides-cluesto-us-positions-in-ttip#sthash.2HcQIwfh.dpuf
Maine Citizen Trade Policy Commission, 2014 Trade Policy Assessment,
“Maine Agriculture an Food Systems in the Transatlantic Trade and
Investment Partnership (July 2014), http://www.maine.gov/legis/opla/
2014FinalAssessment.pdf
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